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1 Introduction

The final stages of the MiniBooNE neutrino oscillation analysis made an
exciting backdrop for my REU working with Columbia Professor Janet Con-
rad at Fermilab this summer. MiniBooNE is a νµ → νe oscillation search
designed to check to controversial LSND [1] result. My work focused on iso-
lating neutral current delta baryons which undergo the rare electromagnetic
decay. When deltas decay via the strong force, they can be easily identified in
the MiniBooNE detector because of the pions they produce. Likewise, deltas
which are produced by charged-current interactions are easily identified by
the muon which comes out as the delta is produced, so even if they decay
radiatively (producing photons instead of pions) they can be identified. This
leaves the problem of identifying deltas produced by neutral current (NC)
interactions which then decay radiatively. If the photons produced in such a
decay form an electron-positron pair, this could look very similar to the Mini-
BooNE oscillation signal: an excess of νe interactions, which only produce
electrons.

One purpose of my analysis is to help identify NC deltas to eliminate them
from the oscillation signal. Based on estimates from the run plan [2], Mini-
BooNE expects about 300 oscillation events and about 80 NC delta radiative
decays, making this a significant background. Another goal is to optimize the
purity of the sample enough to report a direct observation of neutrino scat-
tering producing radiative delta decays. A positive identification of radiative
delta decays would be a first for neutrino physics.

NuMI (Neutrinos at the Main Injector) is another beamline of neutrinos at
Fermilab looking for oscillations. Two detectors, collectively called MINOS
(Main Injector Neutrino Oscillation Search) watch this beamline. It runs
from the main injector at Fermilab, through a “near detector” at Fermilab,
all the way to Soudan in Minesota, where there is a similar “far detector.”
The NuMI beamline runs about 7◦ off from the MiniBooNE beamline, and
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since neutrino beams are quite diffuse, many NuMI events show up in the
MiniBooNE detector. This provides a useful check for both the MiniBooNE
and MINOS collaborations. I checked my analysis by running on NuMI
monte carlo and data.

MiniBooNE uses two main analysis methods: likelihood; and boosting,
short for boosting decision trees. Boosting as an analysis method has only re-
cently started getting widespread support from the physics community [4][5],
so MiniBooNE makes a point of keeping some analysis independent of boost-
ing, to provide cross-checks, often involving likelihood analysis. My analysis
explored boosting as a method for identifying delta radiative decays, where
other types of analysis were not found to be promising.

In this report, I discuss: the analysis method of boosting decision trees
in general; the specific work that I did using the MiniBooNE monte carlo; a
cross-check that I tried using the data and monte carlo from NuMI-MINOS [3];
and my final conclusions.

2 Analysis Method: Boosted Decision Trees

Boosting is based on a series of decision trees, each of which is formed in the
following way. Start with a training sample, a sample of events where each
may be positively identified as either signal or background (e.g., π or k, oak
or ceder), such as a monte carlo sample. Take the strongest variable (the
one which divides the sample the most, e.g., total reconstructed energy, or
average leaf width) and find the value at which about half of the events are
signal. Make a cut at that point, and call everything on one side “signal,”
and the other side “background.” This is the first decision node of the tree.
Take each resulting branch, and make cuts again on whichever variable is the
strongest at that node in the tree. Continue dividing until each sample is
either pure signal or background, or until a node gets statistically too small
to divide further. Each final node of events, or “leaf,” is declared either signal
or background. The decision tree structure is the series of cuts that allow
you to put a new event on either a signal leaf or a background leaf, based
on what the training sample events looked like. This process is illustrated in
Fig. 1 and on the left part of Fig. 3.

Many techniques are used to optimize each tree. A single variable may
be used to make several decisions, cutting different samples or at different
nodes. Each cut may be quite conservative, meaning that there will be many
decisions, and the tree may be large. Variables may be combined before the
tree is trained. As a simple example of this, MiniBooNE combines the x, y,
and z position coordinate variables of the reconstructed reaction vertex into
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Continue decision tree until each leaf is 
either pure or statistically small. Each 
tree thus “votes” on a particular event.

(Nsignal/Nbkgd)
40,000/ 40,000

30,245/16,305 9755/23695 

20455/3417 
9790/12888 

background
1906/11828 7849/11867 

background

signal
19216/2180

5720/2728 4070/10160 

1239/1237
signal

Figure 1: A chart showing the process of training a single decision tree. Each
node shows the signal (red) to background (blue) ratio in that set, and each
branching shows a graph of the variable used to separate that node into two
resulting nodes, with the cut shown as a vertical line.
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a single variable, r, the reconstructed radius.
After creating a decision tree, the “boosting” step of creating a “boosted

decision tree” happens. Recall that in the training sample, each event is
positively identified as either signal or background. Thus we can tell when
an event is misidentified by the tree. These misidentified events are given
more weight (for reweighting algorithms, see [4]), and another tree is created.
This iterative process continues, with each successive tree doing a better job
of identifying the tricky events. There is a trade-off: as the tricky events are
weighted more heavily, the easily-identified events can be become misidenti-
fied. This creates an asymptotic limit on the contamination as a function of
the number of trees (see Fig 2).

To use the resulting trees on data, each datum is sent through each de-
cision tree, ending up on either a signal leaf or a background leaf each time.
As if they were voting, each tree gives the event a value of 1 if it landed on
a signal leaf, or −1 if it landed on background (although trees with many
misidentified events may get smaller votes). All of these results are summed,
giving a value of a “boosting variable” for each event. If an event is obviously
signal, most trees will give it a positive vote, and it will have a very high
value of its boosting variable. An event in a controversial region of parameter
space will get a value close to zero. In this way, boosting is similar to giving
a probability that a particular event is signal.

“Boosted decision trees use many weak classifiers to form a powerful
committee.” This is an especially apt description of boosting, since just
like a committee, a boosting variable may be much stronger or much weaker
than its constituent parts, depending on how carefully it is put together.

3 Setup and Procedure

My initial analysis this summer was to work with the MiniBooNE monte carlo
using a set of boosting trees which had been already trained on deltas. Since
the boosting algorithms are being used for other parts of the analysis, they
are all designed and trained together. I tested two boosting variables (one
of which was a significant improvement over the other) on both MiniBooNE
monte carlo and NuMI events showing up in the MiniBooNE detector (both
data and monte carlo). This section gives background and describes those
two analyses

MiniBooNE’s monte carlo data simulation is split up into three parts.
First, the target, horn, and beamline are modelled, giving a probability dis-
tribution of each flavor of neutrino appearing at each point in the detector.
We actually get only an approximation of the probability distribution, be-
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Figure 2: A graph showing the relative contamination ration, or fraction of
misidentified events, as a function of the number of tree iterations, for two
different reweighting algorithms.
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Figure 3: An example with a fake training data set showing both a single,
complex decision tree and a series of simpler trees put together with a boost-
ing algorithm. The resulting boosting variable in this case is the color on the
red-blue spectrum. Thanks to Kendall Mahn for this example.
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cause the output is in discrete events, but we use enough events (about 10
million) that it’s a good approximation. As the second step, the NUANCE
neutrino interaction simulation program takes this neutrino input and says
what other particles it converts to, still weighted by probability. At this step,
each particle is clearly labelled with its particle type, or “nuance channel,”
making it possible to identify events in later analysis, such as training boost-
ing trees. The third step is the detector monte carlo, which models how the
cerenkov and scintillation light from the final particles propagates through
the oil, strikes the phototubes, and is stored through the electronics.

The monte carlo of the NuMI events is put together similarly in three
steps: beamline, NUANCE generator, and detector. The MiniBooNE detec-
tor model is of course the same as is used for MiniBooNE analysis. The NuMI
beamline monte carlo was designed by NuMI collaborators. The monte carlo
is designed in discrete pieces to facilitate just such substitutions.

As the beamline and detector monte carlos are refined over the course
of preparing the final result, the monte carlo events start to match the data
in reassuring ways. MiniBooNE uses a blind analysis, so no one is allowed
to look at sections of the data which could contain statistically significant
numbers of oscillation events, but in statistically small data samples, or sam-
ples which contain non-signal events, comparisons of data to monte carlo
are especially valuable for verifying the nascent analysis. Unfortunately, the
neutral current deltas looked too much like the oscillation signal (see Fig. 7),
so I couldn’t get a data sample which didn’t have oscillation events, and I
wasn’t able to do a MiniBooNE data/monte carlo comparison. I was able to
do a NuMI data/monte carlo comparison (see Fig. 9).

I focused on two boosting variables, each of which was designed to work
with neutral current deltas. Both were designed by Haijun Yang, and each
have a boosting version number (which Haijun used to keep track of improve-
ments in the code). They are called “yboost18-delta” and “yboost23-delta-
signal.” The major difference between the two is the sample of monte carlo
which was used to train them. The initial variable, yboost18, was designed
to eliminate deltas, so deltas (and anything that looks too much like them)
are taken as background. When I try to isolate deltas using this variable (see
Fig. 4), I get many other events which look like deltas mixed in. The refined
variable, yboost23-delta-signal, was trained with deltas as signal, and has a
much better separation (see Fig. 6).

To set up my analysis, I wrote a fortran package to use with the Mini-
BooNE analysis framework. This package collects and formats the variables
I needed about each event, such as boosting output variables, reconstructed
total energy, and nuance channel number (for monte carlo). I learned how to
use the Condor batch computing system. Using Condor, I ran my package,
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along with existing reconstruction and boosting packages, on four samples:
(1) all of the available MiniBooNE monte carlo (using the version from May
2006), (2) a sample of monte carlo oscillated (i.e., signal) νe’s, and finally
on the available (3) monte carlo and (4) data of NuMI beamline neutrinos
creating events in the MiniBooNE detector.

Of these samples, I focused on the MiniBooNE monte carlo sample. This
was split up into two samples: one to use for designing cuts which isolate
deltas, and one to save as an independent file to check those cuts and make
sure they weren’t based on random statistical fluctuation. To design a set
of cuts, I graphed the total sample along with just the deltas, to look for
shape differences in several variables. When there was significant separation
between the two samples (conveniently, this coincided with variables which
physically should be different in general samples and delta samples) I tested
several cuts. I used two figures of merit to compare cuts: the purity ratio
of the sample after each set of cuts, and efficiency of each set of cuts on the
signal.

purity = %

(
signal

signal + background

)
(1)

efficiency = %

(
signal after cuts

signal before cuts

)
(2)

Purity was more important for my analysis, since I’m looking for a def-
inite signal (which requires only a few events, but very high purity). If I
were taking a cross section measurement, I would try to balance purity and
efficiency; as it is, a high efficiency mostly means that I can afford to cut
more events to improve purity.

Each cut was tested individually to find purity and efficiency. When they
were put together, I tested the purity after each cut to check for redundant
cuts (i.e., sets of cuts where each works well individually, but they cut the
same events, so only one of them is necessary). When I found any redun-
dancy, I scrapped the cuts which didn’t improve the purity. Finally, this set
of cuts was tested on the comparison file, and any new redundant cuts were
likewise scrapped.

4 Results: MiniBooNE events

This system of brainstorming and then refining a set of cuts worked very
differently with the initial boosting variable and the improved boosting vari-
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able. The improved variable was much more effective, so fewer variables were
involved in the analysis.

4.1 Initial boosting analysis

The initial variable wasn’t very effective on its own (see Fig. 4), but with
a suite of other cuts (including likelihood analysis and boosting variables
trained on other particles; see Table 1), I could reach about 13% purity with
2% efficiency. Most of the remaining particles were pions decaying to two
gammas, where one gamma exited the tank (see Fig. 5). This purity was
deemed insufficient.

Sample A Sample B
total %purity %eff. total %purity % eff.

tank/veto hits filter 139170 98134
other filter cuts 12916 2.1 100 9180 2.0 100
r > 500 cm 10284 2.1 82 7347 2.2 88
mpi0s < 70 MeV 11493 2.3 98 7841 2.2 93
mpi0p < 100MeV 11096 2.3 94 8155 2.1 94
100 < energy(γ1) MeV 9557 2.3 82 6705 2.2 79
P (e) > P (µ) 5620 4.6 98 4058 4.6 100
boosting: µccqe > 0 4901 5.2 95 3527 5.2 100
all analysis cuts 1286 12.3 59 915 12.0 59

Table 1: For two independent MiniBooNE monte carlo samples, a breakdown
of the effectiveness of each analysis cut for the initial yboost18-delta analysis.
Efficiencies are calculated based on the total signal after the tank/veto hits
cut. The initial two sets of filter cuts are taken cumulatively; the following
analysis cuts are taken individually, i.e., provided you include the first two
lines, the order of the following six rows doesn’t matter. Two samples were
used so that, after using one file to design the cuts, the other sample could
be used to check for bias from random fluctuations.
The variables are as follows: “r” is the radial distance from the center of
the tank to the reaction vertex; “mpi0s” is the mass by assuming the event
is a pion, using Prof. Stancu’s fit— notice that this cuts out the π0 mass
peak; “mpi0p” is similar but used Ryan Patterson’s fit program; “energy(γ1)”
is the reconstructed energy of the highest energy photon— this cuts out
electrons from decaying muons; “P (e)” and “P (µ)” are the probabilities using
likelihood analysis that an event was an electron or a muon, respectively.
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Figure 4: Graph of the initial boosting variable, yboost18-delta, which was
designed to eliminate deltas. The black is the total sample (about 502 thou-
sand events), and the red is only deltas (1785 events). The two peaks have
been scaled for equal area. Notice the similar mean values which make it
hard to use this variable to isolate a sample of deltas. Also notice the greatly
improved purity of non-delta events above 0.
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Figure 5: Number of monte carlo events passing analysis cuts as a function
of radial distance from the center of the tank. In ascending order, the series
are: NC delta radiative decays, pions, the sum of those pions and deltas,
and all events passing the analysis cuts. Notice that the number of pions
mistaken for deltas (by passing the delta cuts) goes up dramatically with
radius, implying that one gamma is exiting the tank.
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4.2 Refined Boosting Analysis

The analysis was much more effective when the boosting variable used deltas
as the training signal. This, combined with improvements in the general
boosting algorithm, produced a much more powerful variable than I had been
using before. A simple cut on yboost23-delta-signal could produce purity of
up to 44% (see Fig 6, but to preserve some semblance of efficiency, I took
a gentler boosting cut and combined it with a few other cuts, producing a
final purity of 42%.

Figure 6: Graph of the refined boosting variable, yboost23-delta-signal,
which was designed to identify deltas. The total sample of about 502 thou-
sand events is in black, and the 1785 deltas are in red. The two peaks are
scaled to have equal area. A cut at 0 yields 11% purity and 85% efficiency;
a cut at 8 yields 40% purity and 6.8% efficiency.
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None of the other variables which I considered were nearly as effective as
the single cut on the boosting variable, and only three non-boosting cuts had
any effect at all after applying the boosting cut. One of these was declared
redundant after I checked my cuts on the independent file of events. This left
only two cuts (plus the standard MiniBooNE precuts) The precuts were: at
least 200 phototubes (of 1200) in the main tank register a response, no more
6 phototubes in the veto region respond, the reconstructed reaction vertex
is less than 500 cm from the center of the tank (the tank wall is at 550 cm),
and there is only one event occurring in the tank at that time. My analysis
cuts were: yboost23-delta-signal> 8, and the full visible energy is between
125 MeV and 450 MeV (which helps cut out electrons from decaying muons).
The purity from these cuts was considered sufficient to conclude the summer
(see Table 2). However, this still does not make a sample of deltas which
is isolated enough from the oscillation signal to justify looking at the data
before the box is opened for the oscillation result (see Fig. 7).

Signal Total Purity Effic. σ
file a 62 156 39.7 6.7 5.0
file b 60 143 38.5 7.0 5.0
scaled to est. data 22 56 39.7 6.7 3.0

Table 2: The number of events remaining in MiniBooNE monte carlo after
analysis cuts based on yboost23-delta-signal. The value of σ is calculated

using σ =
(

signal√
total

)
. The scaling factor to compare data to monte carlo is

based on the number of events in the detector which pass the phototube cuts
(tank hits > 200, veto hits< 6). In the monte carlo, there are 1.4 million
events passing those cuts in file a. In the data, we expect 0.5 million events
passing those cuts. This gives a factor of 2.8 more monte carlo than data.

5 Results: NuMI Monte Carlo and Data

Taking the setup that I used to look at the MiniBooNE monte carlo, I looked
at NuMI events, both real data and monte carlo, as they appeared in the
MiniBooNE detector. In the analysis based on the initial boosting variable,
there were cuts on analysis variables which took too long to run on the Mini-
BooNE computers (they had already been run on most of the MiniBooNE
monte carlo for other analysis) The data, which was a significantly smaller
sample, contained 173 events after my filter cuts and at most 63 after my
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Figure 7: Graph of events passing refined boosting cuts, versus radius. Black
is the 312 total monte carlo events, blue is the 122 delta events, and red is 18
oscillation events. The total and delta samples are scaled based on 0.5 million
events after precuts, and the oscillation sample is scaled based on 302 events
after precuts. The oscillation sample is further weighted by the oscillation
probability, given by P (osc) = sin2(2θ) sin2(1.27∆m2 L

E
), where L = 0.5km,

∆m2 = 1, and E is the generated energy given for each event individually in
the monte carlo. The binning is large because of the small statistics in the
oscillation file.
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analysis cuts. Based on the purity in the MiniBooNE monte carlo, we can
guess that this sample contains at most 8 deltas. This supports the decision
of changing to the refined boosting analysis.

The refined boosting variable gives a monte carlo distribution (see Fig. 8)
very similar to the one for MiniBooNE (see Fig. 6). It is not quite as effective,
however; this might be because of the difference in initial purity between
NuMI (0.30%) and MiniBooNE (0.39%). The data and monte carlo had
similar-looking yboost23-delta-signal distributions (see Fig. 9).

Figure 8: Graph of number of events vs. yboost23-delta-signal. Black is
total monte carlo (80420 events) and red is deltas (244 events).
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Figure 9: Graph of number of events vs. yboost23-delta-signal. Black is data
(1422 events) and red is monte carlo (80420 events). These are normalized
to equal area.
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6 Conclusions and Acknowledgements

MiniBooNE has a unique opportunity to be the first to observe neutral cur-
rent delta radiative decays directly in a neutrino beam. Based on monte
carlo studies, it should be possible to isolate a 3σ signal in MiniBooNE data
when the box is opened. These reactions are also an important part of un-
derstanding the background the MiniBooNE main oscillation result, and the
boosting methods described here are well-developed enough to be a useful
part of refining the initial oscillation result.

Special thanks to Haijun Yang and Janet Conrad for their valuable contri-
butions to my work this summer. This work was funded by an NSF Research
Experience for Undergraduates grant to Columbia University.
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